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Fundamentals Of Jet Propulsion With Applications
New edition of the successful textbook updated to include new material on UAVs, design guidelines in aircraft engine component
systems and additional end of chapter problems Aircraft Propulsion, Second Edition follows the successful first edition textbook
with comprehensive treatment of the subjects in airbreathing propulsion, from the basic principles to more advanced treatments in
engine components and system integration. This new edition has been extensively updated to include a number of new and
important topics. A chapter is now included on General Aviation and Uninhabited Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Propulsion Systems that
includes a discussion on electric and hybrid propulsion. Propeller theory is added to the presentation of turboprop engines. A new
section in cycle analysis treats Ultra-High Bypass (UHB) and Geared Turbofan engines. New material on drop-in biofuels and
design for sustainability is added to refl ect the FAA’s 2025 Vision. In addition, the design guidelines in aircraft engine components
are expanded to make the book user friendly for engine designers. Extensive review material and derivations are included to help
the reader navigate through the subject with ease. Key features: General Aviation and UAV Propulsion Systems are presented in a
new chapter Discusses Ultra-High Bypass and Geared Turbofan engines Presents alternative drop-in jet fuels Expands on engine
components' design guidelines The end-of-chapter problem sets have been increased by nearly 50% and solutions are available
on a companion website Presents a new section on engine performance testing and instrumentation Includes a new 10-Minute
Quiz appendix (with 45 quizzes) that can be used as a continuous assessment and improvement tool in teaching/learning
propulsion principles and concepts Includes a new appendix on Rules of Thumb and Trends in aircraft propulsion Aircraft
Propulsion, Second Edition is a must-have textbook for graduate and undergraduate students, and is also an excellent source of
information for researchers and practitioners in the aerospace and power industry.
A significant addition to the literature on gas turbine technology, the second edition of Gas Turbine Performance is a lengthy text
covering product advances and technological developments. Including extensive figures, charts, tables and formulae, this book will
interest everyone concerned with gas turbine technology, whether they are designers, marketing staff or users.
This highly informative book offers a comprehensive overview of the fundamentals of propulsion. The book focuses on
foundational topics in propulsion, namely gas dynamics, turbomachinery, and combustion to more complex subjects such as
practical design aspects of aircraft engines and thermodynamic aspects and analysis. It also includes pedagogical aspects such
as end-of-chapter problems and worked examples to augment learning and self-testing. This book is a useful reference for
students in the area of mechanical and aerospace engineering. Also, scientists and engineers working in the areas of aerospace
propulsion and gas dynamics find this book a valuable addition.
The development of clean, sustainable energy systems is one of the preeminent issues of our time. Most projections indicate that
combustion-based energy conversion systems will continue to be the predominant approach for the majority of our energy usage,
and gas turbines will continue to be important combustion-based energy conversion devices for many decades to come, used for
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aircraft propulsion, ground-based power generation, and mechanical-drive applications. This book compiles the key scientific and
technological knowledge associated with gas turbine emissions into a single authoritative source. The book has three sections: the
first section reviews major issues with gas turbine combustion, including design approaches and constraints, within the context of
emissions. The second section addresses fundamental issues associated with pollutant formation, modeling, and prediction. The
third section features case studies from manufacturers and technology developers, emphasizing the system-level and practical
issues that must be addressed in developing different types of gas turbines that emit pollutants at acceptable levels.
Throughout most of the twentieth century, electric propulsion was considered the technology of the future. Now, the future has
arrived. This important new book explains the fundamentals of electric propulsion for spacecraft and describes in detail the physics
and characteristics of the two major electric thrusters in use today, ion and Hall thrusters. The authors provide an introduction to
plasma physics in order to allow readers to understand the models and derivations used in determining electric thruster
performance. They then go on to present detailed explanations of: Thruster principles Ion thruster plasma generators and
accelerator grids Hollow cathodes Hall thrusters Ion and Hall thruster plumes Flight ion and Hall thrusters Based largely on
research and development performed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and complemented with scores of tables, figures,
homework problems, and references, Fundamentals of Electric Propulsion: Ion and Hall Thrusters is an indispensable textbook for
advanced undergraduate and graduate students who are preparing to enter the aerospace industry. It also serves as an equally
valuable resource for professional engineers already at work in the field.
p="" This highly informative book offers a comprehensive overview of the fundamentals of propulsion. The book focuses on
foundational topics in propulsion, namely gas dynamics, turbomachinery, and combustion to more complex subjects such as
practical design aspects of aircraft engines and thermodynamic aspects and analysis. It also includes pedagogical aspects such
as end-of-chapter problems and worked examples to augment learning and self-testing. This book is a useful reference for
students in the area of mechanical and aerospace engineering. Also, scientists and engineers working in the areas of aerospace
propulsion and gas dynamics find this book a valuable addition. ^
Mechanics of Aircraft Structures, Second Edition is the revised update of the original bestselling textbook about aerospace
engineering. This book covers the materials and analysis tools used for aircraft structural design and mechanics in the same easy
to understand manner. The new edition focuses on three levels of coverage driven by recent advances in industry: the increase in
the use of commercial finite element codes require an improved capability in students to formulate the problem and develop a
judgement of the accuracy of the numerical results; the focus on fracture mechanics as a tool in studying damage tolerance and
durability has made it necessary to introduce students at the undergraduate level to this subject; a new class of materials including
advanced composites, are very different from the traditional metallic materials, requiring students and practitioners to understand
the advantages the new materials make possible. This new edition will provide more homework problems for each chapter, more
examples, and more details in some of the derivations.
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Prepared at the request of NASA, Aeronautical Technologies for the Twenty-First Century presents steps to help prevent the
erosion of U.S. dominance in the global aeronautics market. The book recommends the immediate expansion of research on
advanced aircraft that travel at subsonic speeds and research on designs that will meet expected future demands for supersonic
and short-haul aircraft, including helicopters, commuter aircraft, "tiltrotor," and other advanced vehicle designs. These
recommendations are intended to address the needs of improved aircraft performance, greater capacity to handle passengers and
cargo, lower cost and increased convenience of air travel, greater aircraft and air traffic management system safety, and reduced
environmental impacts.
Now in its third edition, Jet Propulsion offers a self-contained introduction to the aerodynamic and thermodynamic design of modern civil and
military jet engine design. Through two-engine design projects for a large passenger and a new fighter aircraft, the text explains modern
engine design. Individual sections cover aircraft requirements, aerodynamics, principles of gas turbines and jet engines, elementary
compressible fluid mechanics, bypass ratio selection, scaling and dimensional analysis, turbine and compressor design and characteristics,
design optimization, and off-design performance. The civil aircraft, which formed the core of Part I in the previous editions, has now been in
service for several years as the Airbus A380. Attention in the aircraft industry has now shifted to two-engine aircraft with a greater emphasis
on reduction of fuel burn, so the model created for Part I in this edition is the new efficient aircraft, a twin aimed at high efficiency.
"Aircrarft Propulsion presents thorough coverage of fundamental concepts along with numerous detailed examples and extensive
illustrations. This accessible introduction first discusses compressible flow with heat and friction as well as engine thrust and performance
parameters. Readers will then learn about aircraft gas turbine engine cycles followed by aircraft engine components. And they'll discover the
aerodynamics and performance of centrifugal compressors." -- Publisher description.
This text provides an introduction to gas turbine engines and jet propulsion for aerospace or mechanical engineers. The text is divided into
four parts: introduction to aircraft propulsion; basic concepts and one-dimensional/gas dynamics; parametric (design point) and performance
(off-design) analysis of air breathing propulsion systems; and analysis and design of major gas turbine engine components (fans,
compressors, turbines, inlets, nozzles, main burners, and afterburners). Design concepts are introduced early (aircraft performance in
introductory chapter) and integrated throughout. Written with extensive student input on the design of the book, the book builds upon
definitions and gradually develops the thermodynamics, gas dynamics, and gas turbine engine principles.
The Subject Of Compressible Flow Or Gas Dynamics Deals With The Thermo-Fluid Dynamic Problems Of Gases And Vapours. It Is Now An
Important Part Of The Undergraduate And Postgraduate Curricula. Fundamentals Of Compressible Flow Covers This Subject In Fourteen
Well Organised Chapters In A Lucid Style. A Large Mass Of Theoretical Material And Equations Has Been Supported By A Number Of
Figures And Graphical Depictions. Author'S Sprawling Teaching Experience In This Subject And Allied Areas Is Reflected In The Clarity, And
Systematic And Logical Presentation. Salient Features * Begins With Basic Definitions And Formulas. * Separate Chapters On Adiabatic
Flow, Isentropic Flow And Rate Equations. * Li>Includes Basics Of The Atmosphere, And Measuring Techniques.Separate Sections On Wind
Tunnels, Laser Techniques, Hot Wires And Flow Measurement. * Discusses Applications In Aircraft And Rocket Propulsion, Space Flights,
And Pumping Of Natural Gas. * Contains Large Number Of Solved And Unsolved Problems.The Present Edition Has An Additional Chapter
(14) On Miscellaneous Problems In Compressible Flow (Gas Dynamics). This Is Designed To Support The Tutorials, Practice Exercises And
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Examinations. Problems Have Been Specially Chosen For Students And Engineers In The Areas Of Aerospace, Chemical, Gas And
Mechanical Engineering.
This introductory 2005 text on air-breathing jet propulsion focuses on the basic operating principles of jet engines and gas turbines. Previous
coursework in fluid mechanics and thermodynamics is elucidated and applied to help the student understand and predict the characteristics
of engine components and various types of engines and power gas turbines. Numerous examples help the reader appreciate the methods
and differing, representative physical parameters. A capstone chapter integrates the text material into a portion of the book devoted to system
matching and analysis so that engine performance can be predicted for both on- and off-design conditions. The book is designed for
advanced undergraduate and first-year graduate students in aerospace and mechanical engineering. A basic understanding of fluid dynamics
and thermodynamics is presumed. Although aircraft propulsion is the focus, the material can also be used to study ground- and marine-based
gas turbines and turbomachinery and some advanced topics in compressors and turbines.
Aerospace Propulsion Systems is a unique book focusing on each type of propulsion system commonly used in aerospace vehicles today:
rockets, piston aero engines, gas turbine engines, ramjets, and scramjets. Dr. Thomas A. Ward introduces each system in detail, imparting
an understanding of basic engineering principles, describing key functionality mechanisms used in past and modern designs, and provides
guidelines for student design projects. With a balance of theory, fundamental performance analysis, and design, the book is specifically
targeted to students or professionals who are new to the field and is arranged in an intuitive, systematic format to enhance learning. Covers
all engine types, including piston aero engines Design principles presented in historical order for progressive understanding Focuses on
major elements to avoid overwhelming or confusing readers Presents example systems from the US, the UK, Germany, Russia, Europe,
China, Japan, and India Richly illustrated with detailed photographs Cartoon panels present the subject in an interesting, easy-to-understand
way Contains carefully constructed problems (with a solution manual available to the educator) Lecture slides and additional problem sets for
instructor use Advanced undergraduate students, graduate students and engineering professionals new to the area of propulsion will find
Aerospace Propulsion Systems a highly accessible guide to grasping the key essentials. Field experts will also find that the book is a very
useful resource for explaining propulsion issues or technology to engineers, technicians, businessmen, or policy makers. Post-graduates
involved in multi-disciplinary research or anybody interested in learning more about spacecraft, aircraft, or engineering would find this book to
be a helpful reference. Lecture materials for instructors available at www.wiley.com/go/wardaero
For the first time simplified methods of dealing with gas turbine thermal cycles, and further theoretical innovations, have been embodied into a
concise textbook. All the major aspects of the subject are covered in a comprehensive and lucid manner. Examples are included for greater
clarity
The primary human activities that release carbon dioxide (CO2) into the atmosphere are the combustion of fossil fuels (coal, natural gas, and
oil) to generate electricity, the provision of energy for transportation, and as a consequence of some industrial processes. Although aviation
CO2 emissions only make up approximately 2.0 to 2.5 percent of total global annual CO2 emissions, research to reduce CO2 emissions is
urgent because (1) such reductions may be legislated even as commercial air travel grows, (2) because it takes new technology a long time
to propagate into and through the aviation fleet, and (3) because of the ongoing impact of global CO2 emissions. Commercial Aircraft
Propulsion and Energy Systems Research develops a national research agenda for reducing CO2 emissions from commercial aviation. This
report focuses on propulsion and energy technologies for reducing carbon emissions from large, commercial aircraftâ€" single-aisle and twin-
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aisle aircraft that carry 100 or more passengersâ€"because such aircraft account for more than 90 percent of global emissions from
commercial aircraft. Moreover, while smaller aircraft also emit CO2, they make only a minor contribution to global emissions, and many
technologies that reduce CO2 emissions for large aircraft also apply to smaller aircraft. As commercial aviation continues to grow in terms of
revenue-passenger miles and cargo ton miles, CO2 emissions are expected to increase. To reduce the contribution of aviation to climate
change, it is essential to improve the effectiveness of ongoing efforts to reduce emissions and initiate research into new approaches.
With the changing technological environment, the aircraft industry has experienced an exponential growth. Owing to the
escalating use of aircrafts nowadays, it is required for the professionals and learners of the field to have conceptual
understanding of propulsion systems and ability to apply these concepts in a way to develop aircrafts that make them fly
further, higher and faster. Designed as a text for the undergraduate students of Aerospace and Aeronautical Engineering,
the book covers all the basic concepts relating to propulsion in a clear and concise manner. Primary emphasis is laid on
making the understanding of theoretical concepts as simple as possible by using lucid language and avoiding much
complicated mathematical derivations. Thus, the book presents the concepts of propulsion in a style that even the
beginners can understand them easily. The text commences with the basic pre-requisites for propulsion system followed
by the fundamental thermodynamic aspects, laws and theories. Later on, it explains the gas turbine engine followed by
rocket engine and ramjet engine. Finally, the book discusses the introductory part of an advanced topic, i.e., pulse
detonation engine.
Fundamentals of Jet Propulsion with ApplicationsCambridge University Press
Broaden your knowledge of jet engine technology and its associated subjects. This is a technically comprehensive study
of the components that constitute a gas turbine aero-engine and examines each part's design and function in practice.
Concentrates on turbojet, turboprop and turbofan designs, and is applicable to civilian and military usage. Contains an
overview of the main design types and fundamentals, and looks at air intakes, compressors, turbines and exhaust
systems in great detail.
Readers of this book will be able to: utilize the fundamental principles of fluid mechanics and thermodynamics to analyze
aircraft engines, understand the common gas turbine aircraft propulsion systems and be able to determine the
applicability of each, perform system studies of aircraft engine systems for specified flight conditions, perform preliminary
aerothermal design of turbomachinery components, and conceive, analyze, and optimize competing preliminary designs
for conventional and unconventional missions. Early coverage of cycle analysis provides a systems perspective, and
offers context for the chapters on turbomachinery and components Broader coverage than found in most other books -
including coverage of propellers, nuclear rockets, and space propulsion - allows analysis and design of more types of
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propulsion systems In depth, quantitative treatments of the components of jet propulsion engines provides the tools for
evaluation and component matching for optimal system performance Worked examples and end of chapter exercises
provide practice for analysis, preliminary design, and systems integration
Aircraft Propulsion and Gas Turbine Engines, Second Edition builds upon the success of the book’s first edition, with the
addition of three major topic areas: Piston Engines with integrated propeller coverage; Pump Technologies; and Rocket
Propulsion. The rocket propulsion section extends the text’s coverage so that both Aerospace and Aeronautical topics
can be studied and compared. Numerous updates have been made to reflect the latest advances in turbine engines,
fuels, and combustion. The text is now divided into three parts, the first two devoted to air breathing engines, and the
third covering non-air breathing or rocket engines.
Designed to provide an introduction to the fundamentals of gas turbine engines and jet propulsion for aerospace or
mechanical engineers. The book contains sufficient material for two sequential courses in propulsion, a course in jet
propulsion and a gas turbine engine components course.
Demand for high-speed propulsion has renewed development of the supersonic combustion ramjet engine (Scramjet
engine) for hypersonic flight applications.
A modern pedagogical treatment of the latest industry trends in rocket propulsion, developed from the authors' extensive
experience in both industry and academia. Students are guided along a step-by-step journey through modern rocket
propulsion, beginning with the historical context and an introduction to top-level performance measures, and progressing
on to in-depth discussions of the chemical aspects of fluid flow combustion thermochemistry and chemical equilibrium,
solid, liquid, and hybrid rocket propellants, mission requirements, and an overview of electric propulsion. With a wealth of
homework problems (and a solutions manual for instructors online), real-life case studies and examples throughout, and
an appendix detailing key numerical methods and links to additional online resources, this is a must-have guide for senior
and first year graduate students looking to gain a thorough understanding of the topic along with practical tools that can
be applied in industry.
This book is intended for advanced undergraduate and graduate students in mechanical and aerospace engineering taking a
course commonly called Principles of Turbomachinery or Aerospace Propulsion. The book begins with a review of basic
thermodynamics and fluid mechanics principles to motive their application to aerothermodynamics and real-life design issues. This
approach is ideal for the reader who will face practical situations and design decisions in the gas turbine industry. The text is fully
supported by over 200 figures, numerous examples, and homework problems.
Annotation A design textbook attempting to bridge the gap between traditional academic textbooks, which emphasize individual
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concepts and principles; and design handbooks, which provide collections of known solutions. The airbreathing gas turbine engine
is the example used to teach principles and methods. The first edition appeared in 1987. The disk contains supplemental material.
Annotation c. Book News, Inc., Portland, OR (booknews.com).
This book is intended for those who wish to broaden their knowledge of jet engine technology and associated subjects. It covers
turbojet, turboprop and turbofan designs and is applicable to civilian and military usage. It commences with an overview of the
main design types and fundamentals and then looks at air intakes, compresors, turbines and exhaust systems in great detail.
In this textbook, the authors show that a few fundamental principles can provide students of mechanical and aeronautical
engineering with a deep understanding of all modes of aircraft and spacecraft propulsion.
This hallmark text on Gas Turbines covers all aspects of the subject. The topics have been explained right from the fundamentals
so that even a beginner can comprehend the exposition. Various chapters such as Inlets and Nozzles, Blades, Environmental
Considerations and Applications and Rocket Propulsion make the book complete. Theoretical descriptions of the topics is crisp
and well organized without the presence of any superfluous content which is supported really well with the help of pedagogical
features. This edition is a thoroughly revised and updated one. All in all a must read for the readers of Gas Turbines.
Aircraft Engines and Gas Turbines is widely used as a text in the United States and abroad, and has also become a standard
reference for professionals in the aircraft engine industry. Unique in treating the engine as a complete system at increasing levels
of sophistication, it covers all types of modern aircraft engines, including turbojets, turbofans, and turboprops, and also discusses
hypersonic propulsion systems of the future. Performance is described in terms of the fluid dynamic and thermodynamic limits on
the behavior of the principal components: inlets, compressors, combustors, turbines, and nozzles. Environmental factors such as
atmospheric pollution and noise are treated along with performance.This new edition has been substantially revised to include
more complete and up-to-date coverage of compressors, turbines, and combustion systems, and to introduce current research
directions. The discussion of high-bypass turbofans has been expanded in keeping with their great commercial importance.
Propulsion for civil supersonic transports is taken up in the current context. The chapter on hypersonic air breathing engines has
been expanded to reflect interest in the use of scramjets to power the National Aerospace Plane. The discussion of exhaust
emissions and noise and associated regulatory structures have been updated and there are many corrections and
clarifications.Jack L. Kerrebrock is Richard Cockburn Maclaurin Professor of Aeronautic's and Astronautics at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
This book provides a comprehensive basics-to-advanced course in an aero-thermal science vital to the design of engines for either
type of craft. The text classifies engines powering aircraft and single/multi-stage rockets, and derives performance parameters for
both from basic aerodynamics and thermodynamics laws. Each type of engine is analyzed for optimum performance goals, and
mission-appropriate engines selection is explained. Fundamentals of Aircraft and Rocket Propulsion provides information about
and analyses of: thermodynamic cycles of shaft engines (piston, turboprop, turboshaft and propfan); jet engines (pulsejet, pulse
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detonation engine, ramjet, scramjet, turbojet and turbofan); chemical and non-chemical rocket engines; conceptual design of
modular rocket engines (combustor, nozzle and turbopumps); and conceptual design of different modules of aero-engines in their
design and off-design state. Aimed at graduate and final-year undergraduate students, this textbook provides a thorough
grounding in the history and classification of both aircraft and rocket engines, important design features of all the engines detailed,
and particular consideration of special aircraft such as unmanned aerial and short/vertical takeoff and landing aircraft. End-of-
chapter exercises make this a valuable student resource, and the provision of a downloadable solutions manual will be of further
benefit for course instructors.
Rocket and air-breathing propulsion systems are the foundation on which planning for future aerospace systems rests. A Review
of United States Air Force and Department of Defense Aerospace Propulsion Needs assesses the existing technical base in these
areas and examines the future Air Force capabilities the base will be expected to support. This report also defines gaps and
recommends where future warfighter capabilities not yet fully defined could be met by current science and technology
development plans.
Fundamentals of Ship Hydrodynamics: Fluid Mechanics, Ship Resistance and Propulsion Lothar Birk, University of New
Orleans, USA Bridging the information gap between fluid mechanics and ship hydrodynamics Fundamentals of Ship
Hydrodynamics is designed as a textbook for undergraduate education in ship resistance and propulsion. The book
provides connections between basic training in calculus and fluid mechanics and the application of hydrodynamics in
daily ship design practice. Based on a foundation in fluid mechanics, the origin, use, and limitations of experimental and
computational procedures for resistance and propulsion estimates are explained. The book is subdivided into sixty
chapters, providing background material for individual lectures. The unabridged treatment of equations and the extensive
use of figures and examples enable students to study details at their own pace. Key features: • Covers the range from
basic fluid mechanics to applied ship hydrodynamics. • Subdivided into 60 succinct chapters. • In-depth coverage of
material enables self-study. • Around 250 figures and tables. Fundamentals of Ship Hydrodynamics is essential reading
for students and staff of naval architecture, ocean engineering, and applied physics. The book is also useful for practicing
naval architects and engineers who wish to brush up on the basics, prepare for a licensing exam, or expand their
knowledge.
The book follows a unified approach to present the basic principles of rocket propulsion in concise and lucid form. This
textbook comprises of ten chapters ranging from brief introduction and elements of rocket propulsion,
aerothermodynamics to solid, liquid and hybrid propellant rocket engines with chapter on electrical propulsion. Worked
out examples are also provided at the end of chapter for understanding uncertainty analysis. This book is designed and
developed as an introductory text on the fundamental aspects of rocket propulsion for both undergraduate and graduate
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students. It is also aimed towards practicing engineers in the field of space engineering. This comprehensive guide also
provides adequate problems for audience to understand intricate aspects of rocket propulsion enabling them to design
and develop rocket engines for peaceful purposes.
Everything you wanted to know about industrial gas turbines for electric power generation in one source with hard-to-find,
hands-on technical information.
During the last decade, rapid growth of knowledge in the field of jet, rocket, nuclear, ion and electric propulsion has
resulted in many advances useful to the student, engineer and scientist. The purpose for offering this course is to make
available to them these recent advances in theory and design. Accordingly, this course is organized into seven parts:
Part 1 Introduction; Part 2 Jet Propulsion; Part 3 Rocket Propulsion; Part 4 Nuclear Propulsion; Part 5 Electric and Ion
Propulsion; Part 6 Theory on Combustion, Detonation and Fluid Injection; Part 7 Advanced Concepts and Mission
Applications. It is written in such a way that it may easily be adopted by other universities as a textbook for a one
semester senior or graduate course on the subject. In addition to the undersigned who served as the course instructor
and wrote Chapter I, 2 and 3, guest lecturers included: DR. G. L. DUGGER who wrote Chapter 4 "Ram-jets and Air-Aug
mented Rockets," DR. GEORGE P. SUTTON who wrote Chapter 5 "Rockets and Cooling Methods," DR . . MARTIN
SUMMERFIELD who wrote Chapter 6 "Solid Propellant Rockets," DR. HOWARD S. SEIFERT who wrote Chapter 7
"Hybrid Rockets," DR. CHANDLER C. Ross who wrote Chapter 8 "Advanced Nuclear Rocket Design," MR. GEORGE H.
McLAFFERTY who wrote Chapter 9 "Gaseous Nuclear Rockets," DR. S. G. FORBES who wrote Chapter 10 "Electric
and Ion Propul sion," DR. R. H. BODEN who wrote Chapter 11 "Ion Propulsion," DR.
Fundamentals of Jet Propulsion with Applications is an introductory text in air-breathing jet propulsion including ramjets,
turbojets, turbofans, and propjets. Aimed at upper-level undergraduate and graduate students, the book provides
coverage of the basic operating principles, from cycle analysis through component design and system matching. A basic
understanding of fluid mechanics and thermodynamics is assumed, although many principles are thoroughly reviewed.
Numerous examples and nearly 300 homework problems based on modern engines make this book an ideal teaching
tool, as well as a valuable reference for practicing engineers. A CD included with the book contains example files and
software to support the text.
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